
 

 

 

SOLAR ECLIPSE 
 
 
 

On which side of our Solar Eclipse will you find your most supernatural luck? 
 
Feel the power and pull of both the moon and the sun inside this epic and dynamic slot. As they say, a 
solar eclipse can provoke many changes as well as opportunities for a new, richer start. What will you 
uncover? Will you be able to master the light or fall into the traps of darkness? Take your chances and 
reap your biggest rewards inside of Endorphina’s mystical Solar Eclipse slot – a true supernatural won-
der that allows you to seize new opportunities, embrace the light, experience lucky spins and be our ul-
timate winner. 
 
It's time to fascinate yourself with this 3-reel, 3-row slot game that has 5 paylines.  
 
Matching symbols, except SCATTER symbols, should be on enabled paylines and adjacent reels, start-
ing from the leftmost. SCATTER symbols count at any position on the reels. For the numbers of SCAT-
TER symbols and combinations on each enabled payline, only the highest win is paid. All prizes are for 
combinations of a kind. SCATTER wins and line wins are added. All prizes in the paytable are shown 
for the currently selected bet and number of enabled paylines and shown in money or credits depending 
on the currently selected mode. 
 
The slot also includes the epic Free Games with the Expanding Symbols Feature. When Sun and Moon 
both appear on the reels, the Moon covers the Sun, creating a new symbol – SOLAR ECLIPSE- and 
triggers 20 Free Games with a special expanding symbol. Expanded symbols pay for combinations of 
a kind in adjacent and non-adjacent positions and only on enabled paylines. SOLAR ECLIPSE is Wild 
and substitutes for all symbols. Appears on reels 1 & 3 and expands vertically to complete special 
expanding symbols combinations. When the SOLAR ECLIPSE symbols cover one reel, your wins are 
multiplied x2, when they cover both reels, the X5 multiplier is applied. 
SOLAR ECLIPSE symbols appearing simultaneously on reels 1 and 3 trigger 15 more Free Games 
with the same bets and lines as the initial game. 
 
Also, the players can test their luck in a classic Risk game and double their winnings up to 10 times. 
The Bonus Pop feature is also available in this game. 
 
In this stunning and ancient slot, you’ll be tempted with both light and darkness. Find out where your 
luck lies and play our new slot! 


